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Effective immediately my team will begin registering up all available ### namespaces
on irc.freenode.net and setting the channel founder to a bot that will be initially
controlled by DoubleStarL33T through our existing chain of command. At the same
time regulars, which are to be defined as people who contribute often on topic for a
period of two months or more and maintaining that with minimal breaks, will have
voting rights to have member operators who can vote to override General actions, or
inaction.
The new channels as of now are:
###programming
###programming*C#
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###science
###lounge
###theory
###theory*game
###theory*information
###theory*philosophy
###games
###games*chess
###games*poker
###software*windows
###science*math
###science*physics
Please review the log:

[12:57] <+Odyss3us> basically the plebs will be on # and ##
and the l33t will be on ### and ####
[12:57] <Wayfarer> wait, fuck communism.
[12:57] <Wayfarer> what is this marxist bullshit?
[12:58] <+Odyss3us> its not communism its more like military dicatorship +
republican democracy
[12:58] <+Odyss3us> instead of monarchs we have Generals
[12:58] <+Odyss3us> as in everyone in this channel
[12:58] <+Odyss3us> I'm currently in Command but that can change,
we'll be moving to ###**###
[12:58] <Wayfarer> what are your goals in 'taking over' efnet or
mainstreaming IRC? what are your goals in transforming wikipedia?
[12:59] == Prints [~himynamei@unaffiliated/prints] has quit []
[12:59] <+Odyss3us> turning the best communication and information
desmination platforms+communities into a training, research and
development enviornment that makes MIT look like pre-school
[13:02] <Wayfarer> are you educated? what credentials do you hold and from where? how
[13:02] <+Odyss3us> this is my lifes work
[13:02] <Wayfarer> why would anyone want to live in a military dictatorship?
[13:02] <+Odyss3us> well the plebs won't realize it
[13:02] <+Odyss3us> its a check and balance
[13:03] <+Odyss3us> they're a check on us, we're a check on them
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[13:03] <Wayfarer> plebs, so your society is based on class differentiation?
[13:03] <+Odyss3us> we want to turn plebs into L33T
[13:03] <+Odyss3us> in a perfect world ## would die
[13:03] <Wayfarer> define ##
[13:04] <+Odyss3us> ##<channel>
[13:04] <Wayfarer> what difference does that make? its a
simple taxonomic notation
[13:04] <Wayfarer> some of my work is in intelligence augmentation
[13:04] <+Odyss3us> because we're going to register all toplevel
topic ### and #### put a bot in there that enables us and the users
to enforce rules
[13:05] <Wayfarer> why?
[13:05] <+Odyss3us> because alot of channel founders are fucking ass
holes who got lucky
[13:05] <Wayfarer> start a new channel, move on
[13:05] <+Odyss3us> that's what we're doing
[13:06] <+Odyss3us> but we're doing it a scale
[13:06] <+Odyss3us> and making a compelling reason to join
[13:06] <+Odyss3us> and participate as a leader
[13:06] <Wayfarer> no you are trying to take over IRC and impose your
ideas and grudges on everyone else
[13:06] <+Odyss3us> not at all
[13:07] <+Odyss3us> i'm trying to simulatniosuly provide leadership and democracy
[13:07] <+Odyss3us> this is absolutly a test for the real world
[13:07] <+Odyss3us> in fact it bleeds into the real world
[13:07] == Prints [~himynamei@unaffiliated/prints] has joined ##fringescience
[13:07] <+Odyss3us> because we pull this off the big names come back
[13:07] <Wayfarer> its not your server
[13:07] <+Odyss3us> we're not breaking any rules
[13:08] <+Odyss3us> we have 30+ of the L33T on free here
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